Abstract. In view of the deficiencies of traditional methods to meet the requirement of real-time performance, a Graph Theory based method is proposed for UAV cooperative control structure establishment. A storage matrix is first generated from the communication network structure. Then the spanning tree algorithm is used to formulate the control relationship spanning tree of UAV swarm. A control relationship reconstruction strategy is further investigated to deal with abnormal situations where some UAV individuals in the swarm are damaged. Numerical simulation has been conducted, which validates the consistency and effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Control structure design is the primary problem of UAV swarm cooperative control technology [1] [2] [3] [4] . The technical difficulties lie in the realization of coordination consensus [5] [6] [7] [8] . In view of limited distance communication and limited sensors in multi-robot system, R. Fierro designed a four-layer collaborative architecture by using the self-adaptive controller, and put forward a coordination control algorithm based on graph theory to deal with the unpredictable dynamic characteristics in robots cooperative process [9] . Based on dynamic system graph representation, Tamas Keviczky transformed the cooperative control issue into a constrained optimization issue and put forward a coordination control framework for RHC (Receding Horizon Control), leading to a strict mathematical framework representation of the distributed control [10] . By dividing the UAV control issue into hierarchies with standard task components, S. Rathinam proposed a hybrid active control architecture for multi-UAV system, which realized the UAV cooperative consensus [11] . W. Ren extended cooperative consensus of the first-order dynamic system and introduced a multi-UAV cooperative consensus method for second-order dynamic systems, making it possible to achieve formation keeping only with message exchange between adjacent two UAVs [12] .
However, the control algorithms mentioned above are complicated and unable to generate control structure in real-time to maintain security of UAV swarm operations. Therefore, their practical engineering applications are doubted. In this study, we proposed to use Graph theory to extend two UAVs' cooperation in leader-follower mode to multi-UAVs' cooperation [13] [14] [15] [16] , in order to fulfill realization of automated and real-time generation and reconstruction of cooperative control structure of UAV swarms. 
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Generation of the Control Relationship Spanning Tree
Cooperative control of UAV swarm is generally represented as a hierarchical structure, and tree is a good choice [17, 18] . By transforming the communication network diagram to control relationship spanning tree, therefore, the reference point of relative motion for each UAV node can be determined and the control relationship of UAV swarm will then be explicit. According to the definition of communication network diagram and control relationship spanning tree, different control structures can be generated through different methods, such as the Breadth-First Search algorithm and Depth-First Search algorithm. For cooperative UAV swarm, control relationship generated by Breadth-First Search has a more concise and clear hierarchy, which is more aligned with actual formation process. Thus Breadth-First Search algorithm is applied in this study to accomplish the transformation from communication relationship to control relationship of the UAV swarm.
With Breadth-First Search spanning tree algorithm, the nodes are expanded in turn according to the degree of closeness from starting node, and all the nodes of each layer must be searched before coming to the next. To facilitate the implementation of the algorithm, the structure of the spanning tree can be described by double-linked list that stores the pointer to child nodes and pointer to brother nodes. The analysis process (Fig.  3) and computation procedure are shown as follow.
Step1. Establish two linked lists named Open and Closed, where Open represents unexpanded nodes and Closed represents nodes that have been extended.
Step2. Select the leader UAV for the entire formation based on task type and set it as the starting node and the root of the spanning tree.
Step3. Put this node into list Open.
Step4. Judge whether the length of list closed is equal to the number of UAVs. If yes, procedure is terminated.
Step5. Move the node data of list Open to list Closed, and set this node as the node of the spanning tree, and make its pointer point to the node of next layer.
Step6. Extend the following node. If this node exists in list Closed, do not extend it. Otherwise, put it at the end of list Open and provide a pointer to this node.
Step7. Back to Step 4.
Reconstruction of the Control Relationship Spanning Tree
When child nodes of the cooperative UAVs lose reference point of relative motion resulting from the failure or damage of their parent node, the control relationship of UAV swarm will change with it, which requires a reconstruction. The methods to reconstruct the spanning tree vary with the position and importance of the node broken down or damaged in the control system, such as the leader UAV and UAV at the bottom of the spanning tree. Therefore, the following methods can be used to solve the problem for different situations, and the algorithm flow of spanning tree reconstruction is shown in fig.4 . 1) If the leader UAV of the whole formation is broken down or damaged, a new leader UAV should be selected from the swarm according to task type, and a new control relationship spanning tree should be generated by spanning tree algorithm mentioned in section 1.2.
2) If the UAV broken down or damaged is between the top and the bottom of the tree, search for the nodes that communicate with it in its child nodes, and make these nodes as the child nodes of its father node in order to realize rapid reconstruction. If such nodes that communicate with it cannot be found, a new control relationship spanning tree should be generated by spanning tree algorithm mentioned in section 1.2.
3) If the UAV broken down or damaged is at the bottom of the tree, no influence will be caused on the existing spanning tree, and the reconstruction is not necessary.
Simulation Analysis
Taking the cooperative control of seven UAVs as an example, the communication network structure and its storage matrix are shown in fig. 5 . The control relationship spanning tree of the swarm can be obtained with algorithm, which will be stored by double-linked list (refer with: Fig. 6 ). Figure 5 . Communication network structure and its storage matrix. Figure 6 . Control relationship spanning tree and its storage structure.
In view of the particularity and representativeness that the UAV broken down or damaged is in the middle layer of the spanning tree, the reconstruction method will be tested in this case. Assuming that UAV4 is broken down, the new spanning tree can be automatically generated according to reconstruction algorithm (refer with: Fig. 7 ). Simulation results show that all the nodes in the spanning tree except the leader UAV have just only one father node, which guarantees that every UAV individual has just only one reference point of relative motion. The leader UAV may keep its air route by navigation system while the other UAVs can develop air route by establishing equations of relative motion towards their own father node, in which way the cooperative control of the swarm is achieved. In addition, with time complexity degree of O(N), the cooperative control structure can be obtained by the algorithm in near-real-time.
In accordance with the basic theorem about the consensus convergence of robot network, the necessary and sufficient condition for multi-robot system achieving overall consensus convergence of information flow is that if and only if its communication network admits a spanning tree [5] . As a particular case of multi-robot system, UAV swarm system conforms to this theorem as well, that is to say, as long as a control relationship spanning tree can be obtained through this method, the control structure formed by the tree will certainly meet the requirement for overall consensus convergence.
Conclusions
1) By transforming communication relationship to control relationship, a cooperative control structure design method of UAV swarm is proposed based on Graph Theory, which guarantees that each UAV individual except leader UAV has just only one reference point of relative motion.
2) In view of the problem that the cooperative control of the whole formation may be affected by some UAV individuals broken down or damaged, a reconstruction strategy for control relationship spanning tree is formulated on the basis of different layer they exist in the tree.
3) The generation and reconstruction algorithm of cooperative control relationship spanning tree for UAV swarm have a low time complexity degree. The simulation results show that the proposed method is consensus and effective.
